ESSENTIAL kitchens

The Manor
REBORN

Upgrading the kitchen of a 16th century house in Canterbury
took a daring mix of classical sensitivity and forward-thinking
innovation in order to give a new heart to the home
PICTURES PAUL CRAIG I WORDS KATE ROWE

GATHER ONE,
GATHER ALL

A regular, catch-up place
for the family, the large
island enables chatting and
dinner prep, as well as
teenage snacking, to all
happen harmoniously
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ESSENTIAL kitchens
PERSONAL
TOUCH

Melissa decided
on touchstones of
personal input for the
kitchen to make it feel
more like a home for
her family. She chose
warm colours and
interesting textures,
while incorporating
metallics and also
Mexican influences

w

hen a move from London back to the country was on the cards for
Melissa and partner Jo, they didn’t dare hope that the former manor
house in Melissa’s hometown could be within their sights. ‘My mum told
me it was for sale and we should take a look. I remember my parents going
to parties there when I was a youngster. Well when we looked, of course we fell
in love with the place,’ says Melissa. However, not only did the couple take a gamble on a
larger, older house with a Grade II listing, they also trusted that they could make a welcoming
gathering place in the original, 16th century heart of their new home. ‘This was quite a long
room, with light coming in from only one end, so the area where the table is now felt like a
dark cave. The old kitchen units wrapped around the window, cutting out about a third of the
light, and the French doors were obscured by several wardrobe-type cupboards along the wall.’
The essence of their brief was ‘find us more light’, and so imperative was this that Melissa
and Jo added ‘even if it’s at the expense of function’. Happily, the design enables light to stretch
all the way into the room, thanks to the huge island that provides the storage that would
otherwise be necessarily housed in light-blocking wall units. As an adjunct to the massive
workspace provided by the island, the old chimney breast, which the pair had initially felt
pressure to fill with an Aga (‘because that’s what you do when you live in the country’), now
houses a deep, walk-in where Melissa keeps all of her baking essentials. This new workspace
contributes to a design that delivers airiness and functionality for keen cooks to work together.
To make the space evocative of Melissa and Jo’s family – Poppy, 14, Oscar, 17, Alfie the black
Golden Doodle, cats Vito and Sybil, eight chickens and 60,000 newly rehomed bees – Melissa
added her own talents to the mix. ‘Where the previous sink unit had covered the bottom of the
window, there was no architrave there, so I built that myself to fit in with the style of the house.
There isn’t a single right angle in this kitchen (which was a bit of a nightmare for designer and
fitter Vivienne and Nick), so the fact that my architrave is a bit wonky seems appropriate.
I also made the curtain, sourced and fitted the Mexican tiles around the sink, and hung some
fish chocolate moulds we found in a market in Montbazillac. I wanted the children to
have some workspace at our huge table. The lights above are on a track, so move to where
you need task lighting. They were a steal from Dunelm Mill, because I love a bargain.’
On how she feels about the finished article, Melissa enthuses: ‘The kitchen is just
transformed. Our big, oak table seats 12, and actually I can’t wait to drag in some
benches from the garden, and have everyone around it at Christmas this year.’ eKBB
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THEN
AND NOW

The kitchen successfully
blends respect for the
age of the house with
modern functionality
and aesthetic
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‘It wouldn’t have been possible to
use anything that affected the age of the
building, so bringing in natural light was
achieved through layout and design’

DAYLIGHT
SAVINGS

Light now stretches
all the way to the
back of the space,
which had previously
felt dark and airless
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VIVIENNE
WARMAN
DESIGNER,
KITCHEN
CO-ORDINATION

ANIMAL
KINGDOM

Above Alfie and all the other pets
were considered in the design
with the use of easy-to-clean and
non-slip, but beautiful flooring

A PLACE OF
ONE’S OWN

Below Melissa cherishes the new
chimney breast workspace for
cool pastry work, and Jo now
has her long-desired wine fridge

Qa
&

From which stage do you like
to be involved? Usually people
bring me in once they have their
architect’s plans, but it’s often
useful to have me involved before
that so I can give insight into
how much light flow and space
is needed. That can mean that a
project lifespan can be two years or
more for me, but it can help make
it a really nice space to work in.
Did the Grade II listing to The
Manor House have any design
ramifications? The only real
restriction was that ceiling
extraction was impossible because
it would have caused too much
upheaval to the building going
in from the room above.
Which design elements bring
new and old together? I think the
island is key as it makes quite a
statement, which chimes with the
bold architectural statements in the

house. It’s such a big island at
1200mm wide and over three
metres long, so they have drawers
both sides giving loads of storage,
and that meant we didn’t have to
use lots of wall units which would
have been problematic and
obscured the lines of the room.

FABRIC REHAB

Melissa was keen to evoke a
‘modern haberdashery’ feel,
and the large drawers in the
island, floating sideboard
area and homemade curtains
help create this effect

What nuggets of wisdom,
gleaned from this project, do you
wish to share? I think it’s a shame
when people go too traditional in
older houses with light pelmets, etc.
I don’t do any of that, as it further
restricts light in what can be dark
rooms. Stripping back the lines
allows the light to flow around the
room sympathetically. Additionally,
I love to explore new materials. The
unpolished porcelain floor here has
huge tiles like historical flagstones,
but mimics the appearance of
concrete smoothness. It is perfect
for animals as it is not slippery or
shiny and is easily maintained.

Kitchen prof ile
Velvet lacquer blue Casa cabinetry from
Rational creates a streamlined profile and
architectural strength to match that of the
house, along with the 50mm build-up Corian®
work surfaces in Silver Grey. Traditional Shaker
in style, the cabinetry is handleless on a
push-touch system which adds simplicity and
cleanliness, bringing it into the 21st century.
KITCHEN CO-ORDINATION
81 Penshurst Gardens,
Edgware, Midd lesex, HA8 9TT.
Tel 020 8958 6262.
Kitchen prices start from £15,000.
kitchencoordination.co.uk.
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FRESH
SENSE

At the centre of the
kitchen, the circular,
down-draft extractor
set into the flush hob
keeps the whole space
fresh, clean and clear

‘When we bought the house we received a poem
saying the house will stand here much longer than
us. We take that responsibility quite seriously’

Stockists
KITCHEN & APPLIANCES
BFIU 83cm induction hob, Bora. PureLine
H 6460 BP built-in ovens in Obsidian
Black; G 6890SCVi integrated dishwasher,
all Miele. RF540SDUSX4 fridge-freezer,
Fisher & Paykel. WI 6129 wine cooler,
Caple. Livello main sink tap, KWC. Fusion
hot tap for prep sink, Quooker. All
prices through Kitchen Co-ordination.

FURNISHINGS & ACCESSORIES

BACK TO
THE MANOR
The style of the
righthand Georgian
extension is carried
round to the front
of the house with
characteristic white
stucco. Only those
lucky enough to be
invited discover the
secret of the even
more historic hub
of the home
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Cabinetry Casa in velvet lacquer finish, colour
blue, Rational. Worktop 50mm profile in silver
grey, Corian® by DuPont™. Flooring, similar from
£38 per sq. m, Trade Price Tiles. Mexican clay
tiles, 30 mixed tiles for £30, Caoba. Oak table,
by commission from former boat builder, Jon
Banks. Dining chairs, similar at John Lewis. Fish
chocolate moulds, a holiday find from France.
Filing cabinet, Ralph’s Antiques and Brocantes,
The Mall, Faversham, Kent. Pendant lights, £20
each plus £10 each for vintage look cord and
rose, Dunelm Mill. All prices for guidance only.
FOR STOCKISTS, SEE PAGE 120

